Improving care across the pharmacy spectrum: Impacting all levels of pharmaceutical excellence through self improvement

Improving the care provided at different levels of the pharmaceutical spectrum is a difficult task. The only way to affect real change in the current business environment is to dramatically alter your approach towards excellence on a personal and professional level. This workshop-like presentation will introduce you to new concepts and ideas for taking steps to improve the landscape of your business. Industry, community, hospital or sales, the only way to make your work better is to understand the why and the how of what you do. Throughout this presentation, the audience will be immersed in a learn-practice-learn session seeking to enhance the take-away knowledge to be applied in the daily work life. We will look at different leadership styles, and thoughts and how they apply to pharmacy and to healthcare. We will also then examine our approach to improving customer service, whether the customer is a patient, physician, stakeholder, research team, classroom or coworkers.
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